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ISSUES AND
ANALYSIS

News Insight

MAINS QUESTIONS

Editorials from- The Hindu, The Indian Express, Live Mint

VIDEO GALLERY

The Hindu-

 ‘Focus should be on scaling up the use of innovations’
The newly appointed Deputy Director-General for Programmes at the WHO says her elevation reflects on the
growing importance of India in global health diplomacy
The Hindu-

 Measuring judicial merit

INTERVIEW
RESOURCES

In making collegium decisions public, the Supreme Court must also reason out its measurement of ‘merit’
The Hindu-

 Is ‘deep sea fishing’ the silver bullet?
The Palk Bay conflict requires a multi-dimensional approach
Indian Express Expalined-

 Jayaprakash Narayan: Reluctant messiah of a turbulent time

TEST SERIES

Jayaprakash Narayan would have been 115 today. In an India that is very different, but is dominated once again by a single
political force, what is the significance of his righteous but, in the long term, unworkable, message?
Indian Express-

 New Pattern Of Urban Terror
India must prepare for a changing security threat and challenge
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National
The Hindu-

Indian Express-

 SC ruling on age of consent today

 Passive euthanasia Bill ready, but ‘living will’ may be
misused: Govt tells SC

Disparity between IPC and other laws

Shanbaug, a nurse at KEM Hospital in Mumbai, remained in a vegetative
state for almost 42 years after she was sexually assaulted and choked by
a ward boy. She died in May 2015.
Indian Express-

The Hindu-

 IMF lowers forecasts for India

 Rights granted by Constitution are not favours by govt,
says Justice AP Shah

“Among emerging market and developing economies, higher
domestic demand in China and continued recovery in key
emerging market economies supported growth in the first half of
2017. "

Pointing out that the Supreme Court order on national anthem could
convert patriotism from a value into a performance, Justice Shah
underlined that there is a systematic attack on institutions, including the
bureaucracy, judiciary, and the media.
Indian Express Explained-

Live mint-

 Trends in school enrolment and dropout levels

 Nobel Prize for a behaviour influencer: Lessons from the
work of Richard Thaler

The following data captures some trends with respect to
enrolment, drop-out, and transition rates across various levels of
education

The Nobel Prize for Economics is awarded to Professor Richard H Thaler
of the University of Chicago.

ECONOMY
The Hindu-

Live mint-

 GIFT City bourses to offer oil contracts
Trading in crude futures to start this month after SEBI permission to
special financial zone’s exchanges

 Railways looks to woo developers for station
redevelopment plan
Indian Railways is considering handing over revenue and operations of
platform tickets and parcel business at railway stations to developers
who undertake station redevelopment

The Hindu-

 Centre to set up think tank for oil sector soon: Pradhan
Panel to advise on gas network, technology, attracting FDI

Science and Tech.; Environment
Indian Express-

Indian Express Explained-

 Modernisation of water management key to India’s
modernisation, says President Ram Nath Kovind

 2017 Nobel Prizes and the Indian connection: Fly labs, a
hand in LIGO; Laureates backed CryoEM

Speaking at the inaugural function of the fifth India Water week, 2017,
he said that water was fundamental to “economy, ecology and human
equity” and that the issue was becoming more critical in view of climate
change and related environmental concerns.

VijayRaghavan, who is on deputation from the NCBS, told The Indian
Express, “There are several world class researchers who use the fly in
labs all over the country and India is recognised as a major centre for
this.”

PIB
 Economic Advisory Council to Prime Minister (EAC-PM) to hold its First meeting tomorrow
The first meeting of the newly constituted Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister, EAC-PM will be held at NITI Aayog.

Multimedia-Videos
Rajya Sabha TV-

 The Big Picture - India’s energy sector reforms: A wish
list
To watch: click on the Link/Picture.

All India Radio
 Spotlight : : Discussion on “PM’S EMPHASIS ON
IMPROVEMENT IN ENERGY SECTOR”
To Listen- click on the link/picture.
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